This paper surveys performance models for distributed and replicated database systems. Over the last 20 years a variety of such performance models have been developed and they differ in (1) which aspects of a real system are or are not captured in the model (e.g. replication, communication, non-uniform data access, etc.) and (2) how these aspects are modeled. We classify the different alternatives and modeling assumptions, and discuss their interdependencies and expressiveness for the representation of distributed databases. This leads to set of building blocks for analytical performance models. To illustrate the work that is surveyed, we select a combination of these proven modeling concepts and give an example how to compose a balanced analytical model of a replicated database. We use this example to show how to derive meaningful performance values and to discuss the applicability and expressiveness of performance models for distributed and replicated databases. Finally, we compare the analytical results to measurements in a distributed database system. Index Terms -performance models, distributed databases, replication, interdatabase communication, modeling assumptions, queueing theory, measurements, benchmarks.
Introduction
In distributed database systems the data is stored at a number of sites that are geographically distributed over a possibly large region, a country or even the whole world. For many distributed applications like banking, telecommunications, etc. distributed databases represent a more natural and appropriate solution than monolithic, centralized systems. Many of today's commercial database systems such as Oracle 8 or IBM DB2 Propagator provide the required support for data distribution and interdatabase communication. As new communication technologies are emerging, wireless and mobile computing concepts become reality and allow for even higher degrees of "distributedness" and flexibility in distributed databases. Wireless technology thus expands the scope of distributed computing and enhances distributed applications by enabling ubiquitous database interaction-anywhere and anytime [Imielinski, Badrinath 94] .
In this evolving world of distributed databases, data replication plays an increasingly important role. Replication intends to increase data availability in the presence of site or communication failures, and to decrease retrieval costs by local access if possible. The maintenance of replicated data is therefore closely related to intersite communication, and replication management can have significant impact on the overall system performance.
Replication management in distributed database systems concerns the decision when and where to allocate physical copies of logical data fragments (replica placement), and when and how to update them to maintain an acceptable degree of mutual consistency (replica control). The literature offers various algorithms for replica placement [Wolfson et al. 97] , [Little, McCue 94] , [Acharya, Zdonik 93] as well as replica control [Davidson, , [Abbott, , [Ceri et al. 91] , [Chen, Pu 92] , [Beuter, Dadam 96] , [Helal et al. 96 ].
The vast number of design options in replicated databases requires efficient analytical performance evaluations such that the considerable overhead of simulations or measurements can be focused on a few promising options. A variety of analytical performance models as well as simulation models have been developed in the past to estimate distributed database performance under different network, database and transaction parameters (dependency analysis), or to compare two or more algorithms in a given database environment (comparative analysis). The performance models vary considerably in the underlying submodels and assumptions which are used to compose an approximation of a real distributed database system. The scale ranges from full replication to no replication, or from infinite transaction processing capacity to sophisticated locking analysis.
The main contribution of this paper is therefore to survey and classify the different modeling alternatives as well as their combinations, interdependencies and expressiveness in performance models of distributed databases. The survey concentrates primarily on analytical models but also classifies a number of simulation studies, because many modeling assumptions and basic modeling concepts (e.g. queueing systems) are independent from the model evaluation methodology.
This paper supplements a set of existing surveys on closely related topics: [Thomasian 98 ] provides a comprehensive survey on the performance analysis of concurrency control methods, concentrating on centralized database systems. [Agrawal et al. 87 ] examine different assumptions made in performance models for centralized concurrency control algorithms and study their implications. [Mukkamala 89 ] surveys one aspect of analytical performance models for distributed databases, namely the data distribution submodels, and examines the effects which different modeling alternatives have on the computational model complexity. In [Mukkamala 92] this is extended to analyze the accuracy and complexity of analytical availability estimations.
To illustrate the work that is surveyed and its usability for database designers, we also demonstrate how to develop and deploy an analytical performance model of a replicated database using a selection of proven modeling concepts and assumptions from our classification. Our aim is to compose a performance model that neglects or simplifies less aspects than previous analytical models. This is motivated by three of the main results of the survey:
(1) Considering the great number of alternatives in the design of a replication schema, it becomes apparent that most existing performance models only consider very extreme replication schemata, e.g. no replication or full replication.
Furthermore, the important role of intersite communication in replica management is not sufficiently taken into account by many models.
(2) Existing studies typically model a few aspects of a real system quite accurately while the remaining aspects are either neglected or modeled in simplistic manners to keep the model tractable. In particular, usually either the database or the communication part of a model is a reasonable approximation of reality while the other part relies on simplifying and restrictive assumptions. (3) While the evolution and symbiosis of distributed database and modern communication systems is progressing, most performance models lag behind to evaluate the increasing variability in distribution, replication and communication of real world applications in such systems.
Hence, we compose an analytical modeling approach called 2RC (2-dimensional replication model with integrated communication) which focuses on the increasingly close interplay between replication and communication. 2RC represents a balanced model of both the database and the communication part. We use this example to show how to derive meaningful performance values (such as response time, throughput, network traffic and scalability), and to illustrate the general applicability and expressiveness of analytical performance models for distributed and replicated databases.
We emphasize that the use of simplifying assumptions is necessary in every performance model and often acceptable with respect to the goal of a specific study. By identifying such simplifications in existing studies we do not mean to question the validity of their results rather than to name more expressive alternatives through which results may become more detailed and reliable.
This paper is structured as follows. After a short discussion of general modeling choices in section 2, we survey and classify existing performance models in section 3. This literature review includes a structural dependency analysis of model components, a formal classification of how replication can be modeled, and a novel 2-dimensional model of replication. As an illustrating example, section 4 presents the development of a representative analytical performance model (2RC). In section 5 we discuss a selection of results derived from the model. This demonstrates how analytical models can accurately estimate performance criteria like response time, throughput, network traffic and scalability in order to assist in the evaluation of a variety of common design issues. In section 6 we address the problem of validating performance models for replicated databases. We review existing approaches for measurements in distributed database systems and show how an extension of the DebitCredit benchmark can be used to validate analytical performance estimations through a systematic evaluation of distributed database configurations.
Throughout this paper we refer to Table 1 in which 36 performance studies are evaluated against the criteria discussed in this survey. Note that a cell in the table is left blank in either of two cases: (1) The piece of information is not explicitly given in the study and could not be guessed from the context. (2) The information is not relevant for the study, e.g.: since [Saha et al. 96] compute the number of messages as performance criterion, they do not need to model communication delay.
Basic Choices
The first decision in a performance modeling project is to decide what to evaluate, i.e. to define the envisioned system, configurations or algorithms which are going to be subject of the performance evaluation. Decisions that follow include the selection of performance criteria to consider and the choice between analytical methods or simulations. Then a performance model is constructed for which the alternatives are classified in section 3. In this step virtually all studies make use of the homogeneity assumption -either explicitly or implicitly. Eventually, base values for the model's input parameters must be selected such that a specific system under consideration or a general realistic scenario is represented (depending on the modeling project). In this section we briefly remark on these basic modeling decisions.
Performance Criteria
The most commonly considered performance metrics of distributed databases are transaction response time and transaction throughput; the former is calculated in more studies than the latter (Table 1) . Response time and throughput are perceivable by the database users and hence considered external performance criteria. An application oriented external criterion is the number of misrouted phone calls in [Leung 97 ] where a distributed database for telecommunication networks is evaluated.
A variety of internal criteria have been analyzed in specialized studies. [Mukkamala 89] calculates the average number of nodes accessed by a distributed transaction. [Thanos et al. 88] and [Raghuram et al. 92 ] examine the probability of conflicts between transactions. [Anderson et al. 98] , [Ciciani et al. 90] and [Thanos et al. 88] analyze the number and rate of aborted transactions. [Triantafillou, Taylor 95] examine the percentage of restarted transactions with respect to site availability. [Triantafillou 96 ] evaluates the percentage of stale reads as a performance measure. [Saha et al. 96] and [Alonso et al. 90] calculate the average number of messages per second in the distributed database system. [Triantafillou, Taylor 95] compute the number of messages per read or write operation, [Gray et al. 96] calculate the probability and rate with which transactions wait and deadlocks or reconciliation occur. [Ciciani et al. 90 ] estimate the processing power in MIPS required at each database node to handle a given workload, and similarly [Barbara, investigate the hardware costs of a distributed database systems to fulfill specific response time requirements.
[Mukkamala 92], [Saha et al. 96] , [Triantafillou 96] and [Noe, Andressian 87] consider availability under certain replica control protocols as a primary performance criterion. These studies define availability as the probability that a read or write operation can access a sufficient number of copies to comply with a specific replica control protocol, e.g. ROWA, quorum consensus, tree quorum protocol, available copies or grid protocol. The approach is then to assume that each database node is available with probability p and to calculate availability for each protocol under consideration. [Shah, Marzullo 89 ] follow a similar approach to investigate replica availability in partitioned networks. Other authors define availability as the amount of time that data is available for access, or as the ratio of successful transactions over the total number of transactions submitted [Coan et al. 86] . The latter is used in [Shah, Ghosal 90] to examine availability in case of site and link failures. [Mukkamala 92 ] also investigates the effect of different modeling assumptions on availability evaluations.
Analytical Models vs. Simulations
Performance studies of distributed databases employed (apart from measurements) analytical methods as well as simulations (see Table 1 ). In a number of cases simulations have been used to validate analytical results, which is indicated in brackets for some studies in Table 1 . The major advantage of simulations is that they can evaluate complex system models whose level of detail precludes analytical solutions. However, simulations are costly in terms of programming and computing time. Thus, simulations often fail to cover a comprehensive parameter space and to carry out a sensitivity analysis as thoroughly as desired. [Mukkamala 89] shows that even for simple evaluations of distributed databases the simulation time may be 10 24 times the one for analytical evaluation, so that especially in the early design stages analytical evaluations are to be preferred over simulations. As an example, [Ciciani et al. 90] can not give confidence intervals for their simulation results because the simulation runs took prohibitively long. [Born 96 ] describes his experience, that the design, implementation and quality assurance of a reliable simulation model for a distributed system will cost at least an order of magnitude more than an analytical model.
Analytical models typically have to employ more restrictive assumptions than simulation models but the performance results can be obtained very efficiently from closed form expressions or numerical iterations, so that extensive parameter variations are feasible.
Parameter Values
Each performance model (whether analytical or simulation) has a set of input parameters for which base values are required in order to derive concrete results. The choice of the base values can significantly influence the quality of the resulting performance values. While some input parameters depend on current technology (e.g. disk service time, CPU speed, etc.) and can be estimated quite accurately, others are application dependent (e.g. number of data items in the database, number of database nodes, number of lock requests per transaction, etc.) and more difficult to determine. Many studies do not use base values gathered from a specific application and a huge variance can be observed among the values found in the literature. For example, the communication delay ranges between 0.5 and 1200 msec, the transaction mix from 100% updates to 99% read operations, and the transaction arrival rate from 0.1 to several thousand transactions per second (TPS). The number of data items (which runs from 4 objects in [Miyanishi et al. 96 ] to 1.000.000 object in [McDermott, Mukkamala 94] ) has to be interpreted with respect to the assumed data granularity, although many studies do not specify whether the "data items" are records, pages, tables, or files.
As examples, Table 1 includes a survey of values assumed for the number of data items in the distributed database and the number of database sites. Note that there is no strict correspondence between the values chosen and the date of the study.
The Default Homogeneity Assumption
Common to virtually all performance models of distributed databases (analytical and simulations) is what we call the homogeneity assumption. Intuitively, the homogeneity assumption says that all database sites and their respective workloads are identical and that all interdatabase activities are symmetrical among all sites, i.e. the distributed system is homogenous. Some of the main modeling assumptions implied by the homogeneity assumption are:
• All database sites have the same structure and the same service capacity.
• All database sites hold the same amount of data.
• In case of replication, all database sites replicate an equal share of their data items and hold an equal amount of replicas.
• All sites receive the same workload, i.e. have an identical transaction arrival rate.
• The data access pattern is identical at each database site.
• Communication between the database sites is symmetrical, i.e. if the sites are numbered 1,...,n , then the average number of messages per second from site i to site j equals the average number of messages per second from site j to site i for any pair (i,j) ∈ {1,...,n} × {1,...,n} with i ≠ j.
Depending on which characteristics of a real system are examined in a performance model, the homogeneity assumption usually extends to further aspects. For instance, if site (or link) failures are considered, each site (communication link) is assumed to fail with equal probability [Noe, Andressian 87] , [Saha et al. 96] . We found that the homogeneity assumption is a default assumption, because it is implicitly used unless a study defines certain modeling aspects to be inhomogeneous 
Classification of existing Performance Models
In this section we analyze alternatives in performance modeling of distributed databases in various perspectives:
(1) the general concepts to model database nodes, (2) the options in considering interdatabase communication, (3) the submodels to account for replication, (4) the assumptions concerning data access patterns, (5) the transaction processing models and finally (6) the interdependencies between all these aspects which are (or are not) captured in existing models. This analysis reveals drawbacks in existing performance evaluations of distributed databases, and the classification of replication models leads to the definition of a new 2-dimensional model of replication in section 3.3. The mapping between the literature and some of the classified modeling concepts is given in the right half of Table 1 . , [Barbara, .
Database Site Models
Closed queueing networks consider a fixed number of jobs in the system, i.e. a completed job is immediately replaced by a new job. Such networks have been deployed in [Carey, Livny 88, 96] , [Liang, Tripathi 96] . Open queueing networks are more realistic than closed networks because the number of transactions in a database system is typically not constant. However, in certain cases closed models allow for easier solutions. For example, the performance of concurrency control methods depends on the multiprogramming level and is therefore easier to estimate in a closed rather than an open model which is due to the variability of the number of concurrent
transactions in an open system. [Ciciani et al. 90, 92] , [Hung, Lam 92] , [McDermott, Mukkamala 94 ] use networks of M/M/1 queues so that each local database is modeled as an M/M/1 system. However, this still restricts all transactions to have the same exponentially distributed service times. More general, [Banerjee et al. 94] , [Hwang et al. 96] All queueing models of distributed databases consider unlimited waiting rooms, i.e. there is no restriction on the queue lengths. Additionally, queues representing database nodes are usually defined to serve their jobs on a firstcome-first-serve basis, except for [Hwang et al. 96] where the round robin queue discipline is used. Most studies also assume that the transaction service times are exponentially distributed, but a justification for this assumption is usually missing. A possible justification is that the time required to process a transaction at a database site is mainly determined by the disk service time, which in turn is closely related to the number of data objects referenced [Son, Haghighi 90] . Transactions that access a small or moderate number of data items are expected to occur more frequently than transactions that reference a large number of data objects. This can be expressed if the number of data objects accessed per transaction is assumed to be geometrically distributed. The service time for a transaction can then be assumed to be exponentially distributed, which is the "continuous version" of the discrete geometric distribution.
Very few studies assume constant rather than exponentially or generally distributed service times [Shyu, Li 90] , [Born 96 ]. The simulation model in [Shyu, Li 90] does not assume queueing of transactions but assigns the same constant service time to every transaction. Instead, the read and write operations in each transaction have to queue individually for lock requests in M/M/1 systems (see section 3.5.2). [Born 96 ] analyzes the distributed database at the level of lock requests and models each site as an M/D/1-FCFS server, claiming that lock requests require constant rather than exponentially distributed service times.
Unlike most other studies, [Bouras, Spirakis 96] and [Ren et al. 96] assume that the local transaction processing time is negligible compared to communication delays. On the other extreme, [Cheung et al. 92] and [Miyanishi et al. 96] assume that network delay is negligible compared to the database service times.
Communication Models
Most distributed database performance studies assume that the communication network has an unlimited transmission capacity and that the transmission time is constant (e. . The queueing theoretical background of this assumption is that the network is implicitly modeled as an M/D/∞ system which is an infinite server (sometimes called delay center)
that introduces a constant delay for each message, regardless of message size or network load [Jain 91 ]. "Infinite" means unlimited transmission capacity, no queueing of messages, and the network is never considered to be the bottleneck. For simplicity, these details are usually omitted:
Some models relax the restriction of constant transmission delay but still presume unlimited network capacity. [Shyu, Li 90] and [Kuang, Mukkamala 91] consider exponentially distributed communication delay by modeling the network as an M/M/∞ server, [Ren et al. 96] use an M/G/∞ system to model arbitrarily distributed network delay. These studies only compute the response time as a performance metric. Such models would predict that replication always deteriorates throughput but never increases it (which we will disprove in section 5): due to the infinite service capacity, situations in which the network starts getting congested cannot be captured.
However, many large wide area applications and wireless and mobile information systems suffer from low bandwidth. There, the communication links may indeed become a bottleneck, especially when a large amount of replicas is to be maintained. Unfortunately, very few attempts have been made to combine a detailed analytical database model with an analytical model of limited network capacity:
In parts of their study, [Alonso et al. 90] The capability of simulations to evaluate more complex system models have rarely been exploited to capture interdatabase communication details. In [Anderson et al. 98 ] the simulated network has a star topology with an ATM switch at its center and each database site has an incoming and an outgoing link with the switch. The simulation model in [Keum et al. 95 ] contains a message queue and a send queue at each database node. All incoming and outgoing messages join the message queue to receive CPU service. The outgoing messages then enter the send queue to receive network service. Again, both studies are restrictive in the database part of their model, e.g. they assume full replication and uniform data access. The simulation in [Carey, Livny 96 ] models the database nodes as a detailed queueing network where messages require CPU service. However, they assumes a local-area network where the actual message transmission time is negligible.
Studies like [Anderson et al. 98] , [Keum et al. 95] , [Sheth et al. 85] on the one hand and [Carey, Livny 96] , [Gallersdörfer, Nicola 95] , [Ciciani et al. 90] on the other show that in many existing studies either the database or the communication part of a model is an accurate approximation of reality while the other part relies on simplifying and restrictive assumptions. In section 4 we demonstrate how to develop and evaluate a balanced model of both parts.
Replication Models
Many performance studies of distributed databases simply assume no replication, i.e. each logical data item is represented by exactly one physical copy (e.g. [Dias et al. 87] , [Son, Haghighi 90] ). Models which assume partial replication rather than full replication either consider the fraction of replicated data (how many objects are replicated?) or the degree of replication (to how many sites are objects replicated?), but not both. This distinction leads to the following classification and the development of a new 2-dimensional replication model.
(1) All objects to all sites (full replication)
Most performance evaluations assume full replication (e.g. [Coffmann et al. 81] , , [Singhal 86 ], [Mariasoosai, Singhal 90] , [Kumar, Segev 93] , [Son, Zhang 95] ), i.e. all data objects are replicated to all sites so that each site holds a complete copy of the distributed database. This is an extreme case of replication and it has been recognized that for many applications neither full nor no replication is the optimal configuration [Ciciani et al. 90] , [Gallersdörfer, Nicola 95] , [Alonso 97 ]. Some authors argue that full replication is an acceptable assumption for worst-case considerations [Anderson et al. 98] .
(2) All objects to some sites (1-dimensional partial replication)
Several studies model partial replication in the way that each data object is replicated to some of the sites (e.g. [Carey, Livny 88, 96] , [Mukkamala 87 ], [Ciciani et al. 90, 92] ). Formally, the degree of replication can be denoted by a parameter r ∈ {1,2,...,n}, describing that each logical data item is represented by r physical copies, where n is the number of sites. A value of r = 1 expresses no replication, r = n means full replication, and if r > 1, every data item is replicated. Consequently, either no or all data items are replicated. It is usually assumed that the replicas are distributed evenly across the sites, but it is still undefined which copies are placed on which sites, such that different degrees of quality of a replication schema can be modeled.
Data which is updated frequently should not be replicated to avoid update propagation overhead. However, data which is updated rarely but read frequently should be replicated to increase local availability and avoid communication delays. This common situation requires to select appropriate data items for replication, which cannot be modeled with the all-objects-to-some-sites scheme.
(3) Some objects to all sites (1-dimensional partial replication)
Alternatively, the degree of replication r can be defined as r ∈ [0;1] describing the fraction of logical data items that are fully replicated to all sites. A data item is either fully replicated or not replicated at all. A value of r = 0 expresses no replication, r = 1 means full replication.
To the best of our knowledge, this model of partial replication has only been considered in [Alonso et al. 90] , [Gallersdörfer, Nicola 95] and [Alonso 97] . [Gallersdörfer, Nicola 95] used it for performance evaluation of relaxed coherency in partially replicated databases. [Alonso et al. 90 ] modeled a client server information system and assumed that 0% to 20% of the server data is cached at each workstation. This is comparable to the someobjects-to-all-sites replication scheme with r ∈ [0; 0.2].
[Alonso 97] considered the some-objects-to-all-sites model to examine the correctness of a replication protocol based on group communication.
The some-objects-to-all-sites scheme is orthogonal to the all-objects-to-some-sites approach in the sense that the degree of replication is defined along the fraction of replicated data items as opposed to the number of copies.
For r < 1, the selection of data items to replicate is undefined. This undefined replica selection can be used to model the quality of replication.
Full replication of some data items and no replication of others is a choice between two extremes and entails considerable update propagation overhead for the former and a severely reduced availability of the latter group of items. Since this situation is not typical in real-world applications, the some-objects-to-all-sites scheme is again a questionable modeling approach.
(4) Some objects to some sites (2-dimensional partial replication)
Based on the classification above, we propose a new 2-dimensional replication model called "Some objects to some sites". This scheme integrates the two orthogonal 1-dimensional concepts and has not yet been used in existing performance evaluations of replicated databases. In the 2D-model, replication is modeled by a pair (r 1 ,r 2 ) 
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Figure 1: The 2-dimensional model of replication
objects-to-some-sites scheme analyses replication along the bold line from point (1,50) to (1,0) only. The orthogonal some-objects-to-all-sites scheme studies replication along the line from (0,50) to (1,50) only. Using the 2D-scheme any point in Figure 1 can be considered a possible replication schema.
In large wide area distributed databases it is hardly affordable to replicate some data items to all sites (causing high update propagation overhead) and others to none (reducing their availability). Thus, the some-objects-to-allsites scheme is not realistic. Furthermore, in many applications there is update-intensive data which should be replicated to very few sites while read intensive data should be replicated to many sites. This cannot be modeled with the all-objects-to-some-sites scheme. The 2D-approach can capture such scenarios and models realistic replication schemata more accurately than previous studies. Thus, we believe that integrating the 2D-scheme in an analytical queueing model is a profitable contribution towards a better understanding of how replication affects distributed system performance.
(5) Replication-per-object models
Although the 2D-model is significantly more expressive than previous 1-dimensional schemes, it is still restrictive in the assumption that the degree of replication is the same for all replicated data items. At the expense of a considerably higher model complexity [Mukkamala 89 ], this can be overcome if the degree of replication is treated as a parameter on a per object (or object class) basis:
(5.1) For each of the d logical data objects (or objects classes), which are assumed to be numbered 1,2,...,d , the number of copies could be defined individually. The core of this replication model is a function r: {1,2,...,d} → {1,.....,n} such that the value of r(i) is the number of copies of data item i. Although the number of copies are specified individually for each logical data item, the placement of the replicas or their distribution over the n sites is remains unspecified.
To the best of our knowledge, [Ulusoy, Belford 92] is the only study that defines this replication model. However, they circumvent the complexity of the model by assuming that for all logical data items i, the value r(i) is uniformly distributed between 1 and n. Hence, on average each data item is represented by (n + 1)/2 copies. Since the calculation of the response time is based upon this average, the complex replication model is actually reduced to the 1-dimensional all-objects-to-some-sites model. [Ulusoy, Belford 92] assume that the d ⋅ (n + 1)/2 physical copies are uniformly distributed over the n sites to allow for the homogeneity assumption.
(5.2) As an extension of (5.1), not only the number of copies but also their allocation at particular sites can be specified individually for each logical data item. For d logical data items and n sites, the function of the replication model is defined as r: {1,.....,n} × {1,2,...,d}→ {0;1} such that r(i,j) = 1 if site i holds a replica of data item j, and r(i,j) = 0 if site i does not hold a replica of data item j. Such a model definition can be found in [Miyanishi et al. 95] and [Carey, Livny 88, 96] . However, both studies only define the detailed model of replication but do not use it for the analytical calculations and simulation experiments. In [Miyanishi et al. 95] this replication model is combined with a detailed workload model in which parameters λ ij denote the arrival rates of lock requests for data item j at site i, and r(i,j) = 0 implies λ ij = 0.
[ Miyanishi et al. 95] do not exploit this expressiveness of their model definition but circumvent its complexity by assuming that all λ ij have the same value, which in turn implies full replication.
Furthermore, they consider updates only and assume that communication is negligible.
In [Carey, Livny 88, 96] , files are assumed to be the unit of data replication. In the simulation experiments each file has the same number of copies (one, two or three copies, or full replication) so that the complex replication model is reduced to the 1-dimensional all-objects-to-some-sites scheme.
True replication-per-object models are of considerable complexity, because they entail that different sites hold different amounts of replicas and will hence be exposed to different workloads [Mukkamala 89 ]. Thus, the homogeneity assumption typically used in performance studies of distributed databases is violated so that the performance criteria would need to be calculated separately for each site. Hence, such models have actually not been applied in existing studies.
Data Access Models
A database performance model can either assume uniform data access or define a model of non-uniform (or skewed) data access. For mathematical tractability, most studies assume uniformly distributed data access, i.e.
each data item is accessed with equal probability (e.g.: , [Singhal 86, 90] , [Ulusoy, Belford 92] , [Banerjee et al. 94] , [Son, Zhang 95] ). Non-uniform data access is more realistic but used in very few studies of distributed database systems (e.g. [Triantafillou 96 ], [Hwang et al. 96] , [Raghuram et al. 92] , [Alonso et al. 90] ). These models of non-uniform data access are usually adopted from evaluations of centralized databases.
They can be classified to be either hot-spot models or locality models. In hot-spot models certain data groups (hot spots) are more likely to be accessed than others. In locality models local data is more likely to be accessed than remote data.
(1) Hot-spot models
The classical hot-spot model of non-uniform data access for centralized database systems is b-c access [Tay et al. 85] . Figuratively, the model of non-uniform b-c access describes that b % of the data requests are made to c % of the data items. More precisely, [Tay et al. 85] define that a fraction c of the data items in the database are called regular granules and a lock request is with probability b for a regular granule. Among regular granules, each granule is accessed with equal probability, and the same is assumed for non-regular granules.
Using the notions of object-intensity and operation-intensity, the simulations in [Triantafilliou, Taylor 95 
The probability of a request being made to a particular granule in class D j is p j . The probability that a request is Such hot-spot models capture the "skewness" of the data access pattern which in turn has significant impact on the evaluation of lock conflicts (see section 3.5.2).
(2) Locality models If a transaction requests a local data object, each local data object is accessed with equal probability and the same holds for remote data objects respectively. [Raghuram et al. 92 ] use a value of b = 0.8, while [Hwang et al. 96] assume b = 0.5 to express that 50% of the primary copies are accessed locally. The analytical model in [Alonso et al. 90 ] assumes that locally cached data is f times more likely to be accessed than other data, where f is set to 5 and the fraction of cached data ranges from 0% to 20%.
Transaction Processing Models
Replica control protocols assumed in performance evaluations of distributed databases include ROWA, primary copy with synchronous and asynchronous update propagation, as well as optimistic and quorum based algorithms [Helal et al. 96] . Concurrency control protocols (distributed two-phase locking, optimistic methods, etc.) to capture lock conflicts and blocking of transactions are usually only modeled to compare concurrency control algorithms , [Singhal 86] , [Carey, Livny 88] , [Thanos et al. 88] , [Ciciani et al. 90, 92] , [Keum et al. 95] , [Liang, Tripathi 96] . Such models are of considerable complexity. They typically use simulations and simplified modeling assumptions concerning replication and communication.
Transaction Models
Since read-only transactions (queries) are easier to process for a database system than updates [Garcia-Molina, Wiederhold 82], a distinction in performance models is recommended unless a worst-case analysis is intended.
Still, many models consider updates only [Ciciani et al. 90 [Keum et al. 95] . Others assume that due to skillful data fragmentation and allocation transactions can always be executed at a single site which is either the local or a remote site [Bouras, Spirakis 96], [Gallersdörfer, Nicola 95] , [Kuang, Mukkamala 91] , [Shyu, Li 90] . Distributed transaction processing is addressed in [Thomasian 93 ], [Simha, Majumdar 97] and [Mukkamala, Βruell 90] . Under varying assumptions regarding the data access pattern, the number of data objects, and the number of database sites, these studies calculate the average number of data objects referenced per transaction and the average number of remote sites accessed per transaction as performance measures. However, these models of distributed transactions are not used to compute response times or transaction throughput. Performance studies that consider distributed transaction processing in the response time and throughput analysis are typically simulation studies [Kemme, Alonso 98] , [Carey, Livny 96] . Moreover, [Ciciani at al. 90] and [Yu et al. 93] consider two classes of transactions: Class 1 transactions submitted at site k only access data locally available at site k. Class 2 transactions access local as well as well remote data items using distributed two-phase locking with primary copy or a distributed optimistic protocol.
Lock Conflict Models
Standard locking protocols (i.e. two-phase locking with blocking or abort-and-restart upon lock conflict) are the most common concurrency control methods for database systems. Lock conflicts and the resulting effects on transaction performance have been investigated extensively for centralized databases . Many results can be extended to distributed databases [Dias et al. 87] , [Ciciani et al. 90] , [Yu at el. 93] . While [Ciciani et al. 90] and [Yu at el. 93 ] assume dynamic locking (i.e. locks are not acquired before they are needed), the performance of static locking in distributed database systems where all locks are obtained at the beginning of the transaction has been analyzed in [Shyu, Li 90] , [Kuang, Mukkamala 91] . Dynamic locking is more realistic, because the a priori identification of all required locks is only possible at a very coarse granularity of locking or in special applications. A comprehensive survey of the general modeling concepts for concurrency control is given in [Thomasian 96, 98] , [Yu et al. 93] . [Cellary et al. 88] provide an introduction and various examples for performance modeling of distributed concurrency control.
Basically, the probability of lock conflicts depends proportionally on the average transaction arrival rate, the transaction size (i.e. number data objects accessed per transaction) and the lock holding time, and is inversely proportional to the total number of data items in the distributed database. The lock holding time depends on the delay of blocked transactions which in turn depends on the lock conflict probability. Hence, an iterative calculation is used in and [Ciciani et al. 90] . The lock conflict probability also depends on the data access pattern: (A1) The number of locks held by a single transaction is negligible compared to the total number of locks held.
(A2) The rate of transactions which are aborted and restarted due to deadlocks is negligible compared to the system throughput.
(A3) The number of lock conflicts among three or more transactions is negligible compared to the number of lock conflicts that involve only two transactions.
These assumptions are generally accepted and also used for other purposes in analytical performance evaluations of databases. They can be justified by probabilistic considerations [Tay et al. 85 ].
Most models of distributed databases that capture lock conflicts consider updates and exclusive locks only [Miyanishi et al. 96 consider shared and exclusive locks. [Born 96 ] assumes that lock conflicts are negligible and investigates only the overhead requesting and releasing locks. [Ciciani et al. 90 ] distinguish between weak and strong locks: weak locks are requested during the execution of a transaction but can be preempted by strong locks in which case the preempted transaction is aborted. At the beginning of the two-phase commit of a transaction, weak locks are upgraded to strong locks. If any strong lock request is rejected (due to a conflict with another strong lock) the transaction is aborted.
Dependency Structures
Apart from how the various aspects of a real system are modeled, it also matters which dependencies between them are considered in the model. exploited for throughput calculation and combined with a 1D-replication model. In [Hwang et al. 96] and [Alonso et al. 90 ] the arrival rates depend on non-uniform data access, modeled by a factor for access locality [Hwang et al. 96] #Copies of replicat. items [Hwang et al 96] . Figure 3 : Dependencies in [Alonso et al. 90] .
and hot spot access respectively, while such dependencies are neglected in [Ciciani et al. 90] . Unlike [Hwang et al. 96] and [Ciciani et al. 90 ], in the model in [Alonso et al. 90 ] the communication delay depends on the nonuniform data access and the 1D-replication model. [Ciciani et al. 90] Figure 5: Dependencies in [Keum et al. 95 ] Figure 6 : Dependencies in [Gallersdörfer, Nicola 95] 
2RC: Example of an Analytical Performance Model
As a condensed summary of the survey, Table 2 shows typical modeling alternatives for the different model components. In each row of the table the complexity of the modeling options increases from left to right which often goes along with a higher expressiveness and accuracy of the model. The shaded cells of the table highlight the most common modeling options found in the majority of the studies. To illustrate a selection of the modeling concepts classified in the preceding sections, we now demonstrate the stepwise development of an analytical performance model for distributed and replicated databases. In section 4.1 we define the desired scope of the model and section 4.2 describes the required dependencies. Viewing the classification of modeling concepts as a modular construction kit, we pick building blocks from Table 2 as the main components for our model. These are the bold framed cells in that real-world applications can be modeled. Furthermore, non-uniform data access, the quality of replication schemata and relaxed coherency are considered.
The model of transaction processing in 2RC follows the primary copy approach [Stonebraker 79 ], because it has been judged advantageous over other replica control concepts ( [Gray et al. 96] , [Keum et al. 95] ) and is implemented in commercial systems like Sybase and Oracle. In 2RC, updates are assumed to be propagated asynchronously to the secondary copies, i.e. we do not model 2-phase-commit processing of updates.
Furthermore, transactions are assumed to be executed at a single site, either the local or a remote site. Since our model is not primarily intended to compare concurrency control algorithms, we refrain from modeling lock conflicts in order to concentrate on replication and communication 3
. In the following section we describe the dependency structure of 2RC. Figure 7 sketches the structure of dependencies we consider in 2RC. The 2D-replication scheme (presented in section 3.3) is a core part of our model and has direct impact on the quality of replication, the arrival rates and the network traffic, and thus substantial influence on all further results. τ transaction types (with different arrival rates and service time distributions) and 2 message types per transaction (with individually distributed transmission times depending on the message size) allow to model a wide range of different applications and workload patterns. The two bold arrows highlight the important dependencies through which load dependent communication delay and network limited throughput are captured. The overall throughput depends on both the network and the local database throughput, which allows detailed bottleneck considerations. The quality of replication in 2RC is a 2D-extension of a concept in [Gallersdörfer, Nicola 95] . However, here the quality of replication (along with non-uniform data access and relaxed coherency) does not only affect the transaction arrivals but also the network load and thus the communication delay. 2RC combines a comprehensive replication model with a detailed communication model, and covers more interdependencies between the two than many previous studies. However, it is nevertheless a model in the sense that it is an incomplete and simplified representation of reality. The following sections present the mathematical elaboration of a queueing model of a replicated database according to the 2RC approach. Table 3 shows the model parameters that are going to be used. 
Dependency Structure
Workload and locality
We The number of data objects accessed per transaction are assumed to be geometrically distributed, so that the service time for a transaction of type i at a local database is modeled as exponentially distributed with mean t i (seconds). Hence, the service time for the combined arrival process of all τ transaction types follows a τ-phase hyperexponential distribution.
We model non-uniform data access with two complementary approaches: access preferences for replicated data (in the next section) and a locality model (cf. (2) in section 3.4). The locality model captures access preferences for local data, because without replication but due to skillful data fragmentation and allocation, transactions exhibit a behaviour of locality in the sense that they tend to access data items locally available at their site of submission. This is modeled by the probability loc i ∈ [0;1] (1 ≤ i ≤ τ) that a transaction of type i can be executed at the local site, while it has to be forwarded to a remote site with probability 1 -loc i . Introducing partial replication (r 1 ,r 2 ) then increases the probability that a query can be answered locally by (r 1 ⋅ r 2 )/n. Due to the primary copy approach, the write availability does not increase.
The quality of replication
The selection of data items to replicate and the decision where to place them has significant impact on the overall system performance [Wolfson et al. 97] . Thus, we consider this quality of a replication design in the performance evaluation, exploiting the undefined replica selection and placement property of the 2-dimensional replication model. We find that replica selection has a major impact on updates, while replica placement is more significant for query processing. Hence, we model the impact of the quality of replication on the overall system performance by capturing the influence, which replica selection has on update processing and replica placement has on query processing:
Updates: Our model assumes, that updates have to be executed on the primary copy and update propagation is done in a decoupled, asynchronous fashion. Hence, for update transactions only the placement of the primary copy rather than the placement of the secondary copies matters. However, the replica selection is of much higher significance: Selecting many update intensive data items for replication causes high update propagation overhead. Thus, a "selection function" sel i for 1 ≤ i ≤ τ and q(i) = 0, expresses to which extent updates of type i tend to access data items that were selected for replication. The first argument of sel i is r 1 because the higher the fraction of replicated data items the more likely it is that not only read intensive but also update intensive data items are selected for replication. The second argument of sel i is the input parameter f_sel i ∈ [-∞,1], and sel i is defined as
This definition is meaningful, because sel i can appropriately influence the way in which the update propagation overhead increases with the fraction r 1 of replicated data. The parameter f_sel i is then used to "fine-tune" the Figure 8 . The informal notion of the update propagation overhead is based on the transaction rate per site ( λ i total ) which is derived in detail in section 4.5. If unbiased replica selection is assumed (f_sel i = 0), update propagation increases linearly with the fraction of replicated data. This is what typically happens in existing performance models which do not consider the quality of replication. A "bad" replica selection tends to replicate update intensive data items such that the propagation overhead increases rapidly even for a low fraction of replicated data. The better the replica selection, the larger the fraction of replicated data which does not include update intensive objects and keeps the update propagation overhead low.
Queries: Although replica selection has some impact on queries, replica placement is much more crucial to query processing: Even if all read intensive data items are replicated, performance gains are quite low as long as these replicas are not available locally to the queries. Thus, a "placement function" plcmt i for 1 ≤ i ≤ τ and q(i) = 1 expresses to which extent replica placement is increasing the probability that a query of type i can be executed locally. The first argument of plcmt i is (r 1 ⋅ r 2 )/n because the higher the degree of replication the more likely it is that replication increases the local read probability. The second argument of plcmt i is the input parameter f_plcmt i ∈ [0;1], and plcmt i is defined as
A value of f_plcmt i = 0 (plcmt i = 1) means that replica placement does not necessarily increase the chance for queries of type i to be answered locally, and f_plcmt i = 1 (plcmt i = n/(r 1 ⋅ r 2 )) declares that queries of type i can always run at their home sites. Intermediate values have intermediate effects on the local read probability:
Assuming that the replicas are distributed evenly across the sites, each site receives an equal share of forwarded transactions and propagated updates. Thus, the overall probability ¢ i that a transaction of type i (1 ≤ i ≤ τ) can be executed at its local site amounts to
because without replication a transaction is processed locally with probability loc i (first term). The second term is added for queries only (i.e. if q i = 1) because due to the primary copy approach replication does not increase the locality of updates. The second term captures the fact, that a fraction of the queries which cannot be executed locally without replication (lets call them "potential remote queries"), might nevertheless be processed locally depending degree of replication (r 1 ⋅ r 2 )/n and the quality of the replica placement (plcmt i ). If an unbiased replica placement is assumed (f_plcmt i = 0), the probability that potential remote queries are executed locally increases linearly with the degree of replication (see Figure 9 The interval of values for f_plcmt starts at 0 instead of -∞ because the model assumes that replica placement can never decrease the local read probability. However, values of f_plcmt < 0 could be used to model an alarming scenario in which replicas are placed at sites where they are not used, causing pure overhead. For f_plcmt = 0 the "unbiased" replica placement is still quite good when the overall degree of replication is high. Mathematically, this is because the optimum value for plcmt (i.e. n/(r 1 ⋅ r 2 ) ) converges towards 1 as the degree of replication increases. Intuitively, the higher the degree of replication the more difficult it is to design a "bad" replica placement. Similarly, the larger the fraction of replicated data items the more difficult it is to design a "bad" replica selection: if f_sel i was set to 1 in order to define a bad replica selection, sel i necessarily becomes 1 as the fraction of replicated data items (i.e. r 1 ) converges towards 1. Intuitively, if all data items are selected for replication, there is no way one could only pick the update intensive data items. Hence, if all data items are selected for replication, the replica selection is necessarily unbiased. Note, that loc i , sel i and plcmt i model nonuniform data access to replicated data.
Transaction processing and arrival rates
The model of transaction processing follows the primary copy approach [Stonebraker 79] . Updates are assumed to be propagated asynchronously to the secondary copies, i.e. we do not model 2-phase-commit processing of updates. Furthermore, transactions are assumed to be executed at a single site, either the local or a remote site.
6 This is analogous to a process' page fault rate which decreases rapidly at first but then more and more slowly as it is allocated more and more main memory frames [Silberschatz, Galvin 94] . The performance of replicated databases can be improved if the requirement of mutual consistency among the replicas of a logical data item is relaxed. Various concepts of relaxed coherency can be denoted by coherency conditions which allow to calculate a coherency index k ∈ [0;1] as a measure of the degree of allowed divergence [Gallersdörfer, Nicola 95] . Small values of k express a high relaxation of coherency, k = 0 models suspended update propagation, and for k = 1 updates are propagated immediately. For example, instead of immediate update propagation, updates on a data item x could be propagated to the secondary copies of x periodically every m time units. If x is updated λ u x ( ) times per second not every update but only the latest state of x has to be propagated.
Hence, the actual probability of propagation is
and used as a coherency index. If the relaxation of coherency should be version oriented rather than time oriented, the secondary copies of x can be updated after every ith update on x. The resulting coherency index is k = 1/i. Further details can be found in [Gallersdörfer, Nicola 95] .
Taking locality, update propagation, the quality of replication, and relaxed coherency into account, the total arrival rate λ i total of transactions of type i (1 ≤ i ≤ τ) at a single site amounts to increased by update propagation from the n-1 remote sites. The probability that an update at one of the n-1 remote sites hits a primary copy which is replicated, is r 1 ⋅ sel i . The probability, that one of the corresponding secondary copies resides at the local database is (r 2 -1)/(n-1) because the r 2 -1 secondary copies are distributed evenly over n-1 sites. Finally, update propagation may be reduced by relaxed coherency, i.e. if k < 1. The above formula simplifies to
Note that the r 1 ⋅ sel i (i.e. the probability that an update hits a replicated data item which is replicated) is r 1 for unbiased replica selection (sel i = 1). It is 0 if an optimal replica selection managed not to replicate data items which are subject to modifications (sel i = 0), and it is 1 if updates always hit replicated data items (sel i = 1/r 1 ).
Hence, in the model partial replication (r 1 < 1) with the worst replica selection has the same effect on λ i total as replicating all data items (r 1 = 1) with unbiased replica selection. For further use we define λ λ 
Intersite communication
Two messages are required to execute a transaction at a remote site: a send and a return, e.g. a query is sent to a site and the result is returned. We assume that for each transaction type i the communication delay for a send (return) is not constant but exponentially distributed with mean t c send i 
⋅ =
The average number of messages per second in the distributed system amounts to N q n q n r sel r k
The first sum covers messages of type send (transactions forwarded to remote sites due to a lack of appropriate local data and update propagation), the second sum are returned query results. These results follow straight from the transaction arrival rates. Remote updates are assumed not to be acknowledged and thus do not cause return messages.
Unlike most existing models (cf. Table 1), we capture limited network capacity: Each local database is considered to be connected to the network via a local communication server modeled as an M/ H 2τ /1 system. The arrival rate at any such server is N /n messages per second, because each site sends and receives the same amount of messages due to the sites' identical layout and symmetrical behaviour (homogeneity). The service time follows an H 2τ distribution, because τ transaction types imply 2τ different message types: τ message types have an exponentially distributed service time with mean t c send i _ , and τ message types with mean t c return i
The expression (*) implies, that a share of 
Performance criteria
We consider the average response times and the transaction throughput as performance criteria. Similar to the calculation of W c , the mean waiting time W at a local database is found to be is the response time for transactions of type i. On average a transaction (of type i) needs to wait for W seconds at a database to receive a service of t i seconds. Additionally, with probability ( ) 1 − i a transaction needs to be forwarded to a remote site which takes W c seconds to wait for plus the time to be sent and returned.
In steady state, the throughput of the local databases equals the arrival rate λ but is bounded by the limited system capacity. Specifically, the throughput can grow until either a local database server or a communication server (the network) is saturated, i.e. its utilization (ρ D or ρ C respectively) reaches 1. Since the utilization equals the product of arrival rate and mean service time (ρ = λ⋅E(B) ) the utilization ρ D of a local database can be expressed as
. Now the equation ρ D = 1 can be solved for the arrival rate λ which yields the maximum database limited throughput T D :
The utilization ρ C of a local communication server is
and solving ρ C = 1 for λ results in the maximum communication limited throughput T C :
The maximum throughput at a database site is T = min(T D ,T C ) because whatever server is saturated first (either the database or the communication server) is the bottleneck and limits throughput. The overall system throughput amounts to n·T.
Applications of Analytical Performance Models
To demonstrate the application range of analytical performance models, we show how 2RC can assist in the evaluation of a variety of common design issues. This clarifies that the expressiveness of a 2D-replication model short queries, updates, and long queries (e.g. statistical evaluations).
The results are based on the parameter values shown in Table 5 unless otherwise stated. The base settings are carefully chosen after measurements in database systems for telecom applications [Gallersdörfer, Jarke, Nicola 99] . The values also agree with those found in [Alonso et al. 90] , [Ciciani et al. 90 ].
Although we will mention absolute values to refer to characteristics in the diagrams below, we consider the general trends and shapes of the graphs as the primary results. We will discuss several parameter variations which a part of an sensitivity analysis which can not be completely presented here. However, it showed that parameter variations affect the performance values in a reasonable way, i.e. the model is stable and realistic modifications of the parameter settings change the absolute values of the performance measures rather than their general trends. In the following sections we first present the main throughput and response time results and then examine how variations in the network capacity, system size, and quality of replication affect the system's throughput, bottleneck, and scalability characteristics. These performance metrics are also discussed with respect to availability. Particular replica control methods (e.g. quorum protocols) or specific fault tolerance examinations allow for different definitions of availability. Since we assume the primary copy approach we define availability as the local read availability of logical data items and consider it proportional to the extent of replication, i.e. the overall number of replicas.
Parameter
Throughput
A typical goal in the design of a distributed information system is to achieve both a high transactional throughput and sufficient data availability. Obviously, this involves a trade-off because full replication provides optimum data availability but is known to deteriorate performance in most cases. The trade-off can be estimated using the result in Figure 10 which shows the maximum throughput T(r 1 ,r 2 ) = min(T D ,T C ) over the r 1 -r 2 -space in transactions per second (TPS). A 1-dimensional replication model considers either the "r 1 = 1-edge" of the graph, or the "r 2 = 50-edge". Either case merely expresses that the throughput increases with a moderate degree of replication (r 1 = 0.3 or r 2 = 10) but decreases remarkably when replication is medium or high. However, the 2D-model tells us more: As long as less than 35% of the data items are replicated (r 1 < 0.35) the throughput can be maximized by placing copies on all sites (r 2 = 50), reaching its highest peak of 325 TPS for r 1 = 0.3. If availability considerations require more data items to be replicated (e.g. 50%), a medium number of copies yields the maximum throughput (e.g. r 2 = 30 for r 1 = 0.5). When striving for very high availability, it is worthwhile to consider that replicating 75% of the data items to 40 sites (out of 50) allows a twice as high throughput as full replication. Such results cannot be obtained with a performance model that considers 1D-replication or unlimited communication capacity. Furthermore, Figure 10 shows that the two 1D-models of replication differ considerably in their throughput estimations: while the all-objects-to-some-sites model predicts a maximum throughput of 250 TPS (for r 2 = 10) the some-objects-to-all-sites model predicts 325 TPS, which is 30% higher. Some -objects-to-all-sites (r 2 = 50) All-objects-to-some-sites (r 1 = 1) Figure 10 : Overall system throughput Let us briefly illustrate a result mentioned in the survey (cf. section 3.2): Models which assume unlimited network capacity cannot foresee, that a moderate degree of replication can increase the overall transaction throughput. This is because an infinite service capacity can not capture situations in which the network starts getting congested. Figure 11 shows the different throughput results produced by models which assume limited or unlimited network capacity respectively. To illustrate the situation clearly, we kept r 2 at a fixed value and varied r 1 only. If r 1 > 0.35, the database nodes are the bottleneck and both modeling approaches agree that the throughput decreases as replication is extended. For r 1 < 0.35, the network is the bottleneck, which is only captured by models which consider limited network capacity. In this case, extending replication from r 1 = 0 to r 1 = 0.3 increases the probability of local access without causing too much update propagation traffic on the network. Hence, the network is relieved and the throughput increases. generates higher network traffic, (2) the local data availability increases and relieves the network, and (3) the transaction load to update secondary copies at the database nodes grows. Figure 12 proves that the effects (2) and (3) eventually outweigh effect (3) and show for which replication schemata the local databases become the throughput bottleneck.
Maximum Throughput
Response time
In most distributed applications there is typically a number of different possible replication strategies. Our model helps to compare the influence of different replication schemata on the response time. Figure 
response time can be minimized by replicating about 40% of the data since this leads to increased local data access whereas a higher degree of replication causes too much update propagation overhead. This can be remedied if the coherency requirements are relaxed. A deferred update strategy for replicas could be applied which propagates only the latest value of a primary copy instead of all intermediate updates. If it reduces the update propagation overhead lets say by a factor of 2, this results in a coherency index of k = 0.5 for which a higher degree of replication (r 1 = 0.6) yields the optimum response time. Additionally, replicating all data items (r 1 = 1) becomes feasible which could be required for availability reasons. For very low coherency requirements (k < 0.25) the response time can be minimized by means of full replication. A wider discussion of relaxed coherency can be found in [Gallersdörfer, Nicola 95] , [Alonso et al. 90] . 
Network capacity
The results discussed so far assumed a wide area network with an effective communication bandwidth of 64 kbps. The following graphs present a sensitivity analysis on the bandwidth parameter and illustrate its significant impact on the overall system throughput. Furthermore, they demonstrate that parameter variations affect the performance values in a reasonable way, i.e. the model is stable. response time and throughput of read transactions. As long as the workload is not heavily update intensive, replication relieves the network due to local read availability much more than it burdens the network with update propagation messages. Hence, for a low network capacity a proper extent of replication can improve performance remarkably. Almost every replication schema leads to an increase of the transaction throughput except for full or nearly full replication (r 1 > 0.85, r 2 > 40) when the database servers become the bottleneck. For any combination of the replication parameters in the ranges 0.20 ≤ r 1 ≤ 0.55 and 28 ≤ r 2 ≤ 50 throughput is at least 50% higher than in the non replicated case with the highest peak of 170 TPS for r 1 = 0.30 and r 2 = 50.
Scalability and quality of replication
Another important issue in the design of distributed database systems concerns the number of sites and the related scalability. The ideal distributed system should provide linear scalability, which means that the system's performance grows linearly with its size [DeWitt, Gray 92] . In the following we examine the impact which replication and the quality of a replication have on throughput and scalability. The results provide an estimation of how many sites are needed to meet given throughput requirements and how replication can help to keep the number of required sites as low as possible. Figure 17 depicts the maximum throughput and the corresponding bottleneck analysis as a function of r 1 and the system size n. As an example, r 2 is set to 2n/3 for any value of n, i.e. a fraction r 1 of the data items is replicated to 2/3 of the sites. If all data items are replicated (i.e. r 1 = 1), the throughput grows to about 100 TPS as the number of sites is increased to 30. Larger systems do not achieve a significantly higher throughput because without relaxed coherency high replication in large systems causes considerable update propagation overhead which prevents scalability. Reducing replication (r 1 < 1) gradually improves scalability. If less than 40% of the data objects are replicated (i.e r 1 < 0.4), far fewer update propagation transactions have to be processed so that the databases are not the bottleneck anymore and throughput can grow to over 520 TPS for r 1 = 0.25. However, very low or no replication does not yield the maximum throughput nor the optimum scalability because for r 1 ≤ 0.15 the local read availability decreases rapidly. This saturates the network with a large number of remote accesses which increases proportionally with the number of sites and thus hinders scalability. The way throughput and scalability can be improved by means of data replication depends critically on the selection of data items for replication and the placement of their copies. In Figure 18 we examine the impact of the quality of replication on the throughput by considering a "bad" replication schema, i.e. one in which (a) not only read intensive but also a considerable amount of update intensive data items are replicated and (b) the copies are placed at randomly chosen sites rather than at remote sites where they are read particularly often. This can be modeled by the parameter settings f_plcmt i = 0 and f_sel i = 0.5 (cf. Figure 8 and Figure 9 ). Such a replication schema causes substantial replica maintenance overhea which drastically deteriorates throughput and scalability.
Consequently, the throughput increases as replication is reduced towards 0%, which means that no replication is better than "bad" replication. However, replication might still be required to meet the availability requirements and results like clarify the trade-off involved. Some might consider 100 an unreasonable high number of database 
Existing Approaches for Measurements in Distributed Databases
Existing database benchmarks are tailored primarily to centralized databases. While some of them can also be applied to parallel database machines and database clusters, many aspects of distributed databases are not captured in the benchmark design. There is no standard benchmark for distributed databases. This may be due to a lack of agreement on practical and standard distributed database applications [Dietrich et al. 96] . Moreover, studies reporting measurements in distributed databases are extremely rare. [Orji 91 ] proposes a benchmarking methodology for distributed databases based on three variables: (1) the number of nodes, (2) the network configuration, and (3) the data distribution. However, the experiments reported use only 2 database nodes, no replication at all, and a read-only workload. [Dietrich et al. 96] propose the D³S benchmark 7 which is an extension of the Wisconsin benchmark that matches a warehouse scenario in which items are stocked in several distributed warehouses, ordered by customers, and provided by suppliers. The measurements were conducted in a system of three database nodes where one table was fully replicated while the remaining data was not replicated at all. This environment was used to compare query execution plans generated with and without an intelligent query optimizer, but response time or throughput results are not presented. [Helal, Bhargava 95] The measurement testbed consists of 10 MS-SQL Servers 6.5 running under NT 4.0 on 10 Pentium II machines with 128 MB main memory. The asynchronous primary copy replication management is realized very similar to the implementation described in [Gallersdörfer, Jarke, Nicola 99] .
Data Distribution and Replication
We consider 50 branches of a bank with 10 tellers and 100.000 accounts each. These are considered primary copies. Data distribution is defined uniformly on the level of branches. Each of the 10 database nodes holds 5 7 D³S = Distributed Database Decision Support branches together with the related 50 tellers and 500.000 accounts. Replication is also introduced at the level of branches and in two dimensions. Replicating a branch means replicating the branch record together with its 10 teller and 100.000 account records. In the first dimension it is possible to select 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 branches of each database node for replication. This number of replicated branches per node corresponds to the parameter r 1 in the analytical model and its values 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%. In the second dimension, each branch which is selected for replication can have 1 to 10 copies. The number of copies corresponds to r 2 in the analytical model. A cyclic allocation scheme for secondary copies ensures that each database node holds the same amount of replicas. For full replication, the distributed database holds 500 branch records, 5000 teller records, and 50.000.000 accounts.
Measurement Experiments and Results
We conducted various experiments for different configurations of the distributed database and its workload, and Experiment 1 considers 10% updates, a query selectivity of 2100 bytes, and a 64kbit network. The measured throughput in the left of Figure 19 shows that the throughput increases as the degree of replication is extended in both dimensions, r 1 and r 2 . For no or low replication (r 1 → 0, r 2 → 1) the low bandwidth capacity is the throughput bottleneck. As replication is gradually increased, more queries can be executed locally without any communication delay such that the throughput grows. The update propagation overhead outweighs the benefits of local and parallel read access and thus deteriorates the throughput only for a very high degree of replication (r 1 → 1, r 2 → 10). Modeling this experiment with the analytical 2RC approach produces the analytical throughput estimation in the right side of Figure 19 . The shapes of the graphs show that the analytical model predicts the tendencies of how replication affects the throughput quite accurately. However, the increase and decrease of the throughput measurements are steeper than those in the analytically derived graph. The steeper decrease for high degrees of replication is due to the fact, that our implementation of the update propagation mechanism incurs more overhead than captured by the analytical model (e.g. logging of updates by triggers, etc.) Experiment 2 considers 30% updates, a selectivity of 700 bytes, and a bandwidth of 64kbit. The reduced selectivity of queries in this experiment entails that the transmission of query results is less costly (in terms of communication delay) than in the previous example. Hence, the benefit of local read access is not as large as compared to cases of higher selectivity. Additionally, due to the higher percentage of updates the advantages of replication are quite small as compared to its drawbacks. Consequently, replication does not lead to performance improvements and the maximum throughput is obtained for no replication. This effect is illustrated in Figure 20 .
Any increase of the amount of replicated data lessens the transactions rate. If a higher degree of replication is desired, e.g. for reliability reasons, using full replication instead of no replication reduces the throughput by a factor of 4.17 from ~125 TPS to ~30 TPS. This trend is very accurately foreseen by the queueing model.
Extending replication from no to full replication in the analytical model decreases the throughput from 152 to 38 TPS, i.e. by the factor 4 as seen in the measurements. These are examples, how the analytical model is a reliable tool for performance estimations of distributed and replicated databases. Similar to Figure 19 , the difference between the convex measurement result and the concave shape of the analytical graph (for high degrees of replication in Figure 20 ) is due to higher update overhead in the implementation than assumed by the model. 
Summary
The main contribution of this paper is a survey on alternatives in performance modeling of distributed databases.
This structured analysis of existing performance models focused on the components of a virtual modeling toolkit:
(1) the general concepts to model database nodes, (2) the options in considering interdatabase communication, (3) the submodels to account for replication, (4) the assumptions concerning data access patterns, (5) the transaction processing models and (6) the interdependencies between all these aspects which are (or are not) captured in existing models.
Existing studies usually model some aspects of a real system in detail while others are either neglected or modeled in simplistic manners. Typically, the models concentrate on either the database or the communication issues while the other part is subject to simplifying and restrictive assumptions. Surprisingly, the capability of simulation models to capture more details of a real system than analytical approaches has usually been exploited to evaluate complex concurrency control protocols, but rarely to model advanced replication or communication characteristics.
As an illustrating example for the work that was surveyed, we presented the development of an analytical This clarified that a 2D-replication model is more expressive than 1-dimensional approaches. Moreover, we demonstrated how a bottleneck analysis can reveal, for which replication schemata or system size the network or the local databases are the throughput limiting factor. Finally we defined a distributed and replicated version of the DebitCredit benchmark and discussed two out of 40 measurement results that validate the analytical model.
Concluding, we believe that continuous effort in the development of advanced performance models for replicated databases is needed so that they can keep pace with the evolution of distributed information systems. As one example, the vision of "database access anywhere anytime" has several implications that influence the systems' performance. Data distribution and replication continues to increase, wireless communication links suffer from lower reliability and bandwidth, large database serves are replaced by clusters of workstations, etc. Such aspects must be taken into account by future models and should be integrated with existing, proven modeling concepts.
